ANNEXE 1
Extracurricular internship data
FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT FOR UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION BETWEEN UNED WITH CIF XXXXXX AND
XXXXXX WITH CIF (COMPANY IDENTIFICATION CODE)# XXXXXX
EXTRACURRICULAR INTERNSHIPS
Student name and surname: XXXXXX
Student ID
XXXXXX
Student of (degree): XXXXXX
STARTING DATE: XXXXXX
SCHEDULE (max 7 hours/day):
Weekly working days: XXXXXX
TOTAL # OF HOURS: XXXXXX
SCHOLARSHIP/MONTH… XXXXXX
WORKING CENTER: XXXXXX
COMPANY TUTOR: XXXXXX

DUE DATE: XXXXXX
Timetable: XXXXXX

UNIVERSITY TUTOR: XXXXXX

CONTENT: The tasks to be performed by the student shall match the content of the studies in which he is
registered during the corresponding academic year. If the content of the practices do not conform, the COIE
reserves the right to cancel them).
XXXXXX

NOTES: Given the training nature of the internship, it will not result in any obligations of an employment
relationship. The student acknowledges the remaining provisions of the Agreement.
During the period of the internship implementation, the student agrees not to apply for cancellation of his/her
tuition and to complete, where appropriate, any request that is made by the administrative units related thereto.
In case of tuition cancellation, practices will be terminated automatically.
The student agrees expressly for the duration of the internship and once completed, not to give or communicate to
third parties any information from the company to which he/she had access. The contents and computer media
used with the consent of the Company will be strictly intended for professional use according to the tasks
entrusted during the internship.
In case of resignation, the signatory parties agree to notify the other party and the Tutor by the University, at least
seven days prior to the interruption of the practices. However, if the notice period is not fulfilled by the student,
the entity can not be required to pay the corresponding amount for the period pending, nor can other internship
be managed until the previous period has been completed, including the necessary time for the advance notice

Student signature

Company signature and seal
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